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**Abstract**

In order to realize sustainable teak forest management, the strategic plan of forest management is highly needed to establish the growth characteristics model of jati plus perhutani (JPP). The most thing which cannot be ignored to estimate the growth and yield of teak is quantification of site quality differentiation. The objective of this study were to arrange and predict the properly yielded table of the average dominant trees of JPP in the forest management unit of Saradan, Madiun, and Ngawi. The trees sampling had been selected for the age of 6 to 12 years from the best compartment areas in JPP. Growth model and JPP's yield stands were predicted using growth parameters such as diameter (dbh), total height, clear bole height, volume, and growing space. Each parameter was analyzed using SPSS 20 statistical software to determine the best growth model that will then be used to predict the stand table parameters values. The equation was selected from the highest R value or the value which is approaching to I, with low standard error estimation (SEE). The result showed that best equation model to estimate the growth from tree parameters on medium site of JPP were dominated by S model and the best model for bole height was growth model. The data were taken from an initial observation as a preliminary study, further research is expected to enhance the results of current research to obtain the stand table which can be applied in the future.
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**Introduction**

In order to realize sustainable teak forest management, especially for *Jati Plus Perhutani* (JPP), the strategic plan of good forest management is necessary to determine the growth characteristics of JPP. According to Davis and Johnson (1987), stand growth is the change in size of the selected properties stand (stand dimensions) that occurs during a particular period. Information about tree growth and yield is highly needed in the forest management plan. Therefore, the growth and the yield of JPP estimation model are required to be established as a reference for forest management plans.

Nowadays, wood becomes material that is frequently utilized for a specific purpose. Teak wood (*Tectona grandis*) is one of the most widely used timbers. This wood is found to be valuable because of its resistance and dimensional stability as well as aesthetic value (Miranda et al. 2011). Further, it is also resistant toward termites and fungus (Lacret et al. 2012) what makes it used widely in the wood industry. Teak wood is classified in the class of II in term of durability and strength and commonly used as construction materials or building materials, energy, and composites raw materials industry. Apart from having high quality, teak wood also has a decorative and artistic value with circular patterns which is clearly observable. Impression of touch, texture and distinctive smell make it seem to be luxurious. In terms of wood processing, this wood is easy to work with, either by machine or by hands. This wood can be well polished and lacquered (Martawijaya et al. 1989), what makes it widely utilized in furniture and handicraft industry.

Perum Perhutani as one of the state owned enterprises (BUMN) engaged in the management of forests in Java Island still relies on this kind of wood as the main commodity. Demand of this wood in both domestic and export markets are growing while the ability to meet market demand has been decreasing (Siswamartana & Wibowo 2005). In addition, supply shortage was also as the result of degradation of forest stands. Degradation on the areas managed by Perum Perhutani was as the impact of several factors such as illegal logging, forest fires and forest disturbance (Rohman et al. 2014). Destruction of forests has been largely led to their conventional teak stands dominated by younger age classes (age classes of I and II). The composition of the forest class brings problems related to the number of forest stand, which unreedy to be harvested (Rohman 2008). By referring to this, Perum Perhutani is
encouraged to develop innovations in teak breeding such as JPP which is relatively shorter in cycle but having similar quality.

JPP is a superior product of Perhutani obtained from tree restoration programs or silvi-culture since 1998 in order to accelerate utilization of the results of tree restoration for constructing plants. JPP was developed in 2 ways, vegetative propagation (cuttings and tissue culture) and generative propagation where JPP seeds are taken from clonal seed orchard (KBK). PHT I and PHT II are the 2 clones best selected due to its superiority and stability, generated through Perum Perhutani tree restoration program. Moreover, these have also gained legal permit for perlindungan varietas tanaman (PVT) from Plant Variety Protection Center Department of Agriculture in 2009. JPP is adaptable in various sites as it is taken from a very strict selection process (Sadono 2014). JPP grows faster (with productivity 2–3 times faster than ordinary teak wood), and grows well in both lean and arable land. JPP is straight, has a high degree of uniformity, has straight and cylindrical trunks, with a rapidly recycling plant of 20 years, has a good quality of wood, which is resistant to disease and has a high economic value (Perum Perhutani 2011).

Plantation including to ones owned by Perum Perhutani were generally built to be utilized as raw material for constructing ships, making outdoor equipment, furniture, and for general carpentry (Sadono 2014a). Forest sustainability has been getting more and more important as the demand for wood keeps increasing. Meanwhile the sustainability of raw materials both quantity and quality has been decreasing. Without any serious acts of all related parties in term of preventing degradation of forest resources, the potential of tropical forests in Indonesia is about to decline sharply exceeding the threshold of natural regeneration ability. Stand growth or it is often referred as increment is very important in forest management. The yield sustainability will be achieved when the results of the harvest does not exceed the ability of stand to grow (increment).

Growth and yield of a plant species for example teak wood, is very important to construct a model of growth and the yield (growth and yield models). The purpose of growth and yield models are for inventories renewal, structure and stand productivity estimation, silvi-cultural systems evaluation, and as a basic reference for policy development and forest management planning (Burkhart 2012). To determine the growth of JPP, Perhutani currently uses a reference table for teak stands growth according to Wolf von Wolfing table (WvW). But in its development, several studies have shown differences in JPP growth according WvW Table. Forest department unit (KPH) Kendal has made permanent sample plots (PUP) to observe the growth of JPP (diameter, height and volume) which is held annually. The results of the initial measurement PUP on JPP plants in 2011 shows that increment of JPP plants for all age classes and bonita are under the value in Table WvW (Perum Perhutani 2011). According to Sadono (2014b) JPP diameter and height of trees grow faster at the age of 5 years. From the results of the evaluation conducted in KPH Pemalang, it shows that the plants at the age of 5 years have an average height of 17.8 m with a diameter of 18 cm to which it exceeds the growth of stands according to the Table WvW in Bonita VI (Siswamartana & Wibowo 2005). In fact, Basri and Wahyudi (2013) stated that, at the same age, trunk diameter of JPP is nearly 2 times larger than the conventional teak wood. The differences in JPP growth with WvW Table can obstruct forest management if WvW Tables are still being used for reference and will affect the company efficiency. Therefore, it is necessary to study the growth and yield modeling of JPP stands which are expected to be able to be used as a reference in forest management activities that can optimized JPP wood production.

Sadono (2015) determined 3 different classes (good, medium, and poor) of site quality of JPP located in the area of KPH Madiun, Ngawi, and Saradan. To find out the growth of JPP and to find out which sites best to grow well JPP around the area of forest planning section (SPH) Madiun, this study will discuss further the issue by designing table stand of JPP based on the average dominant trees.

**Methods**

**Description of study site** The research was conducted using the measurement data in 2013 and 2014 in JPP compartment of the area of SPH Madiun which include KPH Saradan, KPH Madiun, and KPH Ngawi, Perhutani East Java Regional Division. Samples of plants from JPP permanent compartments were determined by the selection of 30 dominant JPP trees which have good quality and resistance, which include variations in age ranged 6–12 years, derived from the clonal seed orchard and site quality. The number above is determined by considering the requirements of the normal distribution form. This study only measured the dominant trees as JPP is basically a superior product that has excellent productivity, it can be seen from the height and diameter growth. Thus, it is assumed that JPP stand will produce the products with the same conditions. The optimum productivity and quality will be visible on the dominant tree. JPP trees were not measured by using sample plot with particular size, we only measured in one time to get the reference trees. To estimate the growth and yield of JPP, measurements of diameter and height performed on 30 samples obtained from the JPP dominant tree compartments for each age 6–12 years. The estimation of standing tree volume was determined by bole height and diameter at breast height (dbh) which were analyzed by Smallian formula.

The dominant tree can be used as a need indicator of actual growing space. This information can be used to determine the estimation of the growing space (Sadono et al. 2014). Tree growth is influenced by the growing space to which this space is strongly correlated with physiological process of tree in growing wood (Baldwin et al. 2000; Perez & Kanninen 2005). Besides, the selected tree is the dominant ones, referring Uriarte et al. (2004) the dominant tree has characteristics that can be used to grow and survive. The characteristics which is more physiological becomes determining factors for growth and life sustainability of the tree (Sadono 2014b). The selection of compartments was conducted by determining 3 specific compartments in each class of age (6–12 year) for every KPH. Sample selection was conducted through purposive sampling by selecting tree
for each block based on criteria considered to represent the forest condition in the site.

Crown plays an important role in supporting productivity of the tree. Crown is a physiological process, which combined a number of solar energy, particularly in photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration. The formation of crown comes from the environmental factors and the existing supply in the forest. The shape of crown is determined by the characteristics of the branch (the angle and length of the main branch and branch ratio) (Sadono 2015).

According to Pretzsch (2009) crown is one of the morphological characteristics of tree which plays an important role that can be seen and measured. Growth of biomass per unit area is determined from the size of the tree and the hierarchical crown position within the canopy (Pretzsch & Schütze 2005). While the size of the tree crown is associated with photosynthetic capacity to which it is an important parameter of the forest stand growth. Crown is also very relevant to measure the correlation among canopy size and trunk diameter, and tree density in the stand (Hemery et al. 2005). In this study, the growing space was predicted by measuring the crown projection area based on its crown diameter. Referring to the Foli et al. (2003) crown diameter can be measured from the 4 sides of its radius. To determine the growing space and crown projection in this study, crown diameter was measured within each of wind directions (north, south, west, and east). Measurements were performed 2–3 times in order to get an accurate results (Laar & Akca 1977; Sadono 2015).

Data analysis In the early stages of growth and the result of modeling forest stand, data were checked using descriptive analysis software, SPSS 20. Descriptive analysis distribution of the height average of the dominant trees of JPP was done by eliminating outliers. Results of data distribution showed that the data were distributed in various ways to each class of age. According to Sadono (2015), the stand of JPP in SPH Madiun has classified the dominant trees based on the result measurement of quality class of the site ranging from good to poor. Furthermore, analysis of regression and curve estimation were done by including age variable and height average of dominant tree in each class to determine the growth model of each site quality class of JPP. The generated value of the analysis was used to describe the curve fit site based on the average height of dominant tree. Selection for the best model of growth and yield in each class of JPP were selected through an equation which has a high R² value that is approaching the value of 1, to which it has the smallest value of the standard error of the estimation. Linear regression analysis was used to process the data, the data-set being used were not the time series data ranged from 2013–2014 kept in the same compartments, instead, these were data collection of the year 2013 and 2014 which were conducted in different tree compartments.

To estimate growth space from each tree, the following equation was used (Pretzsch 2009) as shown as Equation [1].

\[ gss = \frac{(10,000)}{n} \]  

\[ gss \] represents the growth space of trees. While \( n \) is the quantity of dominant tree in the stand. To determine growth space of dominant tree in hectare of stand, the following equation is used as shown as Equation [2].

\[ n = \frac{(10,000)}{gss} \]  

Pretzsch (2009) stated that to determine the quantity of dominant tree \( n \), the average space between each tree can be quantified through the following as shown as Equation [3]:

\[ dist = \frac{(1) \times 107,46}{n} \]  

Furthermore, to calculate area of crown projection, this following equation was used as shown as Equation [4].

\[ g_{eq} = c^{d} \times (0.5\sqrt{3}) \]  

where \( cd \) is crown diameter (m). To calculate the individual quantity per hectare, quadrangle and hexagon pattern were calculated using this Equation [5] and Equation [6].

\[ \text{quadrangle} = \left(\frac{10,000 \times cd}{2}\right) \times 0.866 \]  

\[ \text{hexagon} = \left(\frac{10,000 \times cd^{2}}{\sqrt{3}}\right) \times 0.866 \]  

Once the best model based on the criteria was found, the bole height as well as diameter at breast height can be estimated. To predict the growth parameters, the best equation model obtained through the regression analysis could be calculated by entering the significant independent variable. Those parameters are arranged in table stand. Of the measurement results which is obtained and identified, the parameters of growth was expected to be compiled by age, site quality and dominant height of JPP. Construction of table stand was used to describe the condition of JPP stands at SPH Madiun.

Results and Discussion

Teak wood is one of the most luxurious wood product. It is the most demanded wood in market. Teak wood is also recognized as wood with nice fiber and texture. Teak wood has good quality as it has a stable, strong, and durable characteristic. JPP as a superior teak wood should have a good performance that can be seen from the growth and yield. Knowing the growth of JPP by stand table is a kind of management planning.

In the process of planning for JPP plant development, any information about the potential, growth, and the site quality is needed. According to Sadono (2015), the choosen trees were classified according to the criteria of crown, quality class and total height of dominant trees which is in accordance with its site quality class namely good, medium and poor. Sadono (2015) shows the classification of JPP stands table site classes in SPH Madiun which is used to classify the quality of its site.

Such information can be provided in the form of a model or equation obtained through the construction and measurements on the JPP plant. The result of curve estimation regression analysis shows that best equation model to estimate the growth of tree parameters such as dbh, bole height volume, and crown projection on the medium site of JPP are dominated by S model. While the best model for bole height is growth model. The medium site class of JPP in SPH Madiun tends to show a good growth having normal distribution of the total height, bole height, dbh, and bole height volume.
The stand table construction could be accelerated through further analysis of each variable. The equation result, in this case will then be used as predictive value in the stand variables. In addition, the determination on the upper limit of the good site class and lower limit in the poor site class cannot also be conducted (Sadono 2015). Therefore, this research is focused on the medium site class. According to Clutter et al. (1983) site quality can be measured using direct and indirect the method. Direct method with dominant tree is found to be the most efficient and widely used method. Due to the fact that this variables is strongly correlated with stand result and other factors, David (2014) argued that site quality is an important parameter to establish a management regime. By paying attention to this regime, the high productivity site will always provide a higher result than the low productivity site. Furthermore, the area of thinning will be determined in accordance with the quality of the site. Mistake in decision making in relation with thinning will affect the economic value of the stand yield. According to Sadono (2015), a graphic of JPP stands site quality class in Madiun, SPH is classified into 3 classes, namely good, medium and poor.

Results from a total height of the dominant tree in the form of box plots medium site for each age is presented in Figure 1. From the figure, it can be seen that all data related to the total height measurement results did not contain outliers values. It means that the data were distributed normally.

Bole height measurement results are processed using descriptive statistics and the box-plots towards age were made to determine the distribution of dominant tree bole height for each age. Results of the dominant tree bole height is presented in the form of box plots medium site used for each age (Figure 2). Of the figure, it can be see that all data of bole height in the result of measurement containing outlier values is just for the age of 8 years in the medium site class.

Diameter of breast height measurement results are processed using descriptive statistics and the box plots towards age were made to determine the distribution of dominant tree diameter for each age class. The dominant tree trunk diameter distribution is presented in the form of box plots Medium site class used for each age (Figure 3). From the figure, this can be seen that all the data of diameter measurement results do not contain outliers values.

According to Davis and Johnson (1987), growth is defined as an increase in numbers and dimension in both diameter and tree height found in the stand. The vertical growth (height) is the primary growth, while the horizontal growth (diameter) is the secondary growth. The growth of forest stand is defined as a change in the size and characteristics of the selected stand (stand dimension) happening in the particular period of time, while result is the amount of stand dimension that can be harvested in the particular period of time. The difference between growth and result are located in the idea that biological production is for stand of economic growth and harvest for generating stand.

Forest management happens in the state of result sustainability. This is important if the result is linear with sustainable growth. It can be stated that the amount of obtainable maximum result in the forest within the period is a cumulative growth to the time given, while the amount of maximum result that can be sustainably harvested within the period is similar with the growth in the period (Davis & Johnson 1987). The tree growth in the same areas, each of the trees has the different ability to adapt and has different morphology as well (Raharjo 2009). There is growth happening simultaneously of parts of the trees and can be measured by using various parameters such as diameter, height, crown wide, volume, and etc. This growth can be measured in the physical unit such as volume, basal area and weight. Besides, this can also be measured in the variables of interest (Davis & Johnson 1987).

Growth is influenced by the growing site factors such as stand density, stand age characteristics, climatic factors (temperature, precipitation, wind speed and humidity), and soil factors (physical properties, chemical composition, and soil microbiology component). In addition the growth also influenced by the cropping pattern (Setyaningsih et al.
2009). Tree growth was also influenced by the growth space, where in teak plantations, it is necessary to control the competition between individuals in order to get light and space for the root system. Growth space is correlated with the physiological processes of each tree in producing wood (Baldwin et al., 2000; Perez & Kanninen, 2005). Diameter growth is influenced by factors that affecting photosynthesis. Diameter growth happens if the purpose of photosynthesis such as respiration, leaves replacement, roots, and height growth has been met. Height growth is influenced by difference of time length to establish foliage which is very sensitive to the quality of the site. There are at least 3 environmental factors and a genetic factor (internal) which affected height growth, namely mineral nutrient content of the soil, soil moisture, sunlight, and also genetic trait balance between the height and diameter growth (Davis & Johnson, 1987).

Volume measurement results were processed with descriptive statistics and the box-plots towards age were made to determine the distribution of dominant tree volume for each age class. The dominant tree volume distribution is presented in the form of box plots medium site class used for each age (Figure 5). From the figure, it can be seen that all volume data on the measurement results that contain outlier values only happened at the age of 6, 9, and 10 years in the medium site class.

The projection distribution of the dominant tree crown is presented in the form of box plots medium site class used for each age (Figure 5). From the figure, it can be observed that all data related to crown projection measurement results did not contain outliers values. The crown projection results were used to predict the growing space of JPP.

Sadono (2014b) stated that growing space of the dominant group could be used for optimum growing space estimation in each group. The number of trees in JPP areas were determined by the calculation of crown projection and crown diameter based on growing space. Based on the growing space requirement, there were 2 ways to determine the number of trees; square pattern and hexagonal pattern.

This study showed that hexagonal pattern was found to be the most effective one to be applied in JPP since land use in JPP area has been optimized especially for growing space.

Crown has an important role in the growth, as stated by Laar and Akca (2007) that the characteristics of the crown can be used to estimate the response of the growing space, thinning, fertilizing and soil moisture. As a result, characteristics of the crown can be used to determine the growth model through estimating the gap between crown and another crown characteristics. According to Daniel et al. (1987) and Krishnapillay (2000), the crown area was positively correlated with root radius to take up nutrients from the soil. In addition, the area of the crown can positively support the process of photosynthesis.

Table 1 shows that the model chosen for each parameter in the medium site to estimate growth parameters were varied because selection criteria requires the highest R² value approaching 1 and the lowest SEE value approaching 0. After being classified into site class, many age classes tend to accumulate in the medium site class. The construction of JPP stands table was further analyzed by the individual constituent variable. Each of these dominant variables such as height, growing space, bole height, diameter (dbh) and bole volume were analyzed to gain the equation  the results of the equation will then be used as a predictive value of each stand table variable.

In the process of constructing stands table, there are columns that had not been estimated perfectly. Table 2 is a stand table of the medium site class in SPH Madiun. In the medium site class for age 11, this cannot be predicted because the results that had been obtained from the field did not belong to those 2 classes. However, the values in the table should be equipped with an estimation. The columns were then enhanced by determining the value estimated by using the same equation with each parameter in every age. Through inserting age variable in the column that had not been filled, making the values in the column that had not been filled could be determined. For further research, collecting more
data sample are necessary, so that each age class from each site can be represented.

**Conclusion**

Best equation model to estimate the growth on medium site of JPP from tree parameters such as dbh, bole height volume, and crown projection were dominated by S model. Meanwhile, best equation for bole height is growth. The data were taken from an initial observation as a preliminary research, further research is expected to further enhance results of current research in order to obtain the results of stand table which can be applied in the future.
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